3 Majors & 1 Certificate

- **Classical Humanities**: combination of courses in ancient culture and the Greek, Latin, and/or Biblical Hebrew languages
- **Classics**: combination of Greek and Latin, with primary emphasis on one of these languages
- **Latin**: the study of Latin only
- **Classical Studies Certificate**: courses in ancient culture, no language study required
  - *Our graduates go on to medical & law school, non-profit work, graduate school, become business owners... read all about them!* [https://canes.wisc.edu/people/alumni/](https://canes.wisc.edu/people/alumni/)

Sample Courses

- Art & Archaeology of Ancient Rome/Greece • Sex and Power in Greece and Rome
- Classical Mythology • Prophets of the Bible • Ancient Greek and Roman Monsters
- Greek & Latin Origins of Medical Terms • The Egyptians: History, Society, & Literature
- Conspiracy in the Ancient & Modern Worlds • Texts of Terror: Sexual Violence in the Bible

The Student Experience: “...a great professor and the class itself led to a great combination of lecture and discussion.”

“...It was such an engaging class and an engaging text. I always left class feeling so happy that I went...”

“I had such a wonderful experience in this department. I'm so happy that I came across it when I did.”

“[Classics courses] challenged me to think differently than most of my STEM classes. They also made me question a lot more that surrounded me. The professors were also very passionate about the subject, which was evident in their lecturing and willingness to talk with students.”

“I absolutely love mythology and really liked the set-up of the class.”

“...the content was very interesting and [the professor] made the course deeply engaging and fun.”

**PLUS:** Get involved with the **Classics Society** – our GREAT student org • Take **Honors** courses

- Meet guest lecturers featured each semester • Connect with **alumni** & discuss careers
- Enjoy small-group, **faculty-led study abroad** trips to Greece and Italy
- Conduct **research** & complete a **thesis** with direct **faculty supervision** and personal **support**

Website: [https://canes.wisc.edu/](https://canes.wisc.edu/)  
Contact: Advisor, Toni Landis  tllandis@wisc.edu